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Abstract We present a forecast-based adaptive management framework for water supply reservoirs and
evaluate the contribution of long-term inflow forecasts to reservoir operations. Our framework is developed
for snow-dominated river basins that demonstrate large gaps in forecast skill between seasonal and
inter-annual time horizons. We quantify and bound the contribution of seasonal and inter-annual forecast
components to optimal, adaptive reservoir operation. The framework uses an Ensemble Streamflow
Prediction (ESP) approach to generate retrospective, one-year-long streamflow forecasts based on the Vari-
able Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrology model. We determine the optimal sequence of daily release deci-
sions using the Model Predictive Control (MPC) optimization scheme. We then assess the forecast value by
comparing system performance based on the ESP forecasts with the performances based on climatology
and perfect forecasts. We distinguish among the relative contributions of the seasonal component of the
forecast versus the inter-annual component by evaluating system performance based on hybrid forecasts,
which are designed to isolate the two contributions. As an illustration, we first apply the forecast-based
adaptive management framework to a specific case study, i.e., Oroville Reservoir in California, and we then
modify the characteristics of the reservoir and the demand to demonstrate the transferability of the findings
to other reservoir systems. Results from numerical experiments show that, on average, the overall ESP value
in informing reservoir operation is 35% less than the perfect forecast value and the inter-annual component
of the ESP forecast contributes 20–60% of the total forecast value.

1. Introduction

Both flood control and drought management can benefit from weather and streamflow forecasts such as
when anticipating hazards and increasing the potential buffering capacity of water storing facilities [Yao
and Georgakakos, 2001; Faber and Stedinger, 2001; Franz et al., 2003]. Intuitively, the more accurate the fore-
casts are, the more effective the decisions based on them will be. Yet, improved accuracy may not fully
translate into improved operational performance [Chiew et al., 2003; Watkins and Wei, 2008; Boucher et al.,
2012]. For example, if a flood is forecasted with sufficient lead time, reservoir outlets can be operated to
reduce the peak flow rate [Saavedra Valeriano et al., 2010; Zhao and Zhao, 2014], but, even if perfectly fore-
casted, the flood peak may not be attenuated if the reservoir is structurally unable to promptly adapt to the
forecasted conditions, e.g., its outlets are too small or its storage capacity is limited.

The term forecast value is used in the literature to indicate the operational value of using a forecasting sys-
tem to support water management, that is, a forecast’s effectiveness in informing decisions. The forecast
value is measured in terms of system performance improvement as defined by the operating objectives
[Murphy, 1993; Laio and Tamea, 2007]. Forecast value differs from forecast quality, which indicates how well
the forecast matches reality [Murphy, 1993]. Obviously, the two are related: forecast value is expected to
increase with forecast quality, but it may also vary based on other factors such as reservoir capacity and the
operating objectives [Andersen et al., 1971; Yao and Georgakakos, 2001; Hamlet et al., 2002; You and Cai,
2008; Rosenberg et al., 2011]. A strong relationship exists between forecast time horizon, reservoir
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characteristics, and operating objectives. Generally speaking, short-term forecasts are more valuable when
the reservoir has a capacity smaller than its annual inflow volume, and it is operated for short-term opera-
tion purposes such as flood protection [Saavedra Valeriano et al., 2010]. Long-term forecasts are more valua-
ble for large reservoirs with medium to long-term operating objectives, e.g., hydropower generation and
water supply [Maurer and Lettenmaier, 2004; Sankarasubramanian et al., 2009a]. The forecast value also
depends on the flexibility of the decision-making procedures, which might be able to exploit the informa-
tion provided by the forecasts to different degrees [Yao and Georgakakos, 2001; Faber and Stedinger, 2001;
Whateley et al., 2014]. For example, if a reservoir must be operated according to a predefined rule curve, the
release decision is determined by the current state of the reservoir relative to the rule curve, and is insensi-
tive to streamflow forecast [Soncini-Sessa et al., 2007].

Multiple approaches are available to forecast seasonal reservoir inflows, from regression relationships
between observed snowpack and reservoir inflow [e.g., Pagano et al., 2004], to forcing a properly initialized
hydrology model with climate forecasts [e.g., Wood et al., 2002; Wood and Lettenmaier, 2006]. Climate fore-
casts are available from a number of sources, including resampling from historic climate observations [Day,
1985], downscaled numerical climate model forecasts, e.g., CFSv2, [e.g., Yuan et al., 2011], or stochastic cli-
mate generators [e.g., Caraway et al., 2014]. Longer lead time forecasts are sometimes possible if inter-
seasonal to inter-annual climate variations such as El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) lead to local predict-
ability [e.g., Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 1999; Pagano et al., 2001]. However, the use of these forecasts poses
implementation challenges because it requires increased communication and coordinated risk mitigation
between stakeholders [Pagano et al., 2014].

The source of hydrometeorological predictability, and forecast quality, depends on the catchment type, the
forecasted season, and the forecast horizon [Shukla and Lettenmaier, 2011]. For instance, reservoir inflow
forecasts in snow-dominated river basins may perform well with respect to both timing and magnitude at
short lead times, but, usually, at most only the seasonal volumetric forecast has skill at the seasonal time
scale. Beyond the snowmelt period, seasonal forecasts typically have limited skill. In snow-dominated river
basins, the forecast horizon for seasonal flow forecasts is often extended using climatology for the period
beyond which the forecast is skillful [Wood and Lettenmaier, 2006] to provide a complete input flow series
for reservoir optimization (for example a full year). This climatological component affects storage manage-
ment for inter-seasonal and inter-annual carryover.

Because of the limited long-term skill of streamflow forecasts, attention has been focused on the value of
short-term forecasts for flood control operation [e.g., Breckpot et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012]. At a longer
time scale, numerous studies have investigated the value of forecasts, and predictable inter-annual variabili-
ty when available, for hydropower generation [e.g., Hamlet et al., 2002; Maurer and Lettenmaier, 2004; Kos-
kela, 2009; Voisin et al., 2006; Kim and Palmer, 1997; Alemu et al., 2010]. A few studies have focused on the
forecast value for irrigation or municipal supply [e.g., Yao and Georgakakos, 2001; Georgakakos et al., 2005;
Sankarasubramanian et al., 2009b; Georgakakos and Graham, 2008; You and Cai, 2008]. At the seasonal scale,
most studies use synthetic forecasts generated by adding an error term to observed streamflow time series
[e.g., Maurer and Lettenmaier, 2004; Sankarasubramanian et al., 2009b; Georgakakos and Graham, 2008]. At
longer scales, climatic teleconnections, such as El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscilla-
tion (PDO), and Sea Surface Temperature (SST) are considered to predict inter-annual variability when avail-
able [e.g., Graham et al., 2006; Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 1999]. Streamflow forecasts are frequently used to
design reservoir operations at monthly or seasonal time resolution, often by performing an offline optimiza-
tion for a fixed time horizon and setting a constraint on the end-of-period reservoir storage [Zhao et al.,
2012; Georgakakos and Graham, 2008] or by using adaptive management systems [e.g., Georgakakos et al.,
2012, 2005; Yao and Georgakakos, 2001]. These studies concluded that there is often a mismatch between
the information needed for reservoir operations and the skillful lead time of the reservoir inflow forecast.

In this paper, we build upon previous adaptive management framework analyses. Rather than evaluating
the impact of varying error characteristics of the overall forecast, we explore how temporal components of
long-term forecasts influence adaptive management toward water supply operations in snow-dominated
river basins, or locations with large discrepancies in forecasting skill over different seasons. We argue that
the value of long-term reservoir inflow forecasts, which are inconsistent in their skill for seasonal and inter-
annual forecast lead times, depends on how much of the skillful forecast is used in reservoir optimization
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and how the forecast information translates into reservoir operation’s performance. Our paper addresses
the following general questions:

1. What is the operational value of long-term inflow forecasts for reservoirs operated for water supply in a
snow-dominated river basin?

2. How is the information provided by the inflow forecasts exploited by the operating policies?
3. What are the potential and actual contributions of the seasonal and inter-annual components of the

long-term inflow forecasts to reservoir operations?
4. How does the forecast value vary based on reservoir characteristics?

The objective of this paper is to bound the benefit, or value, that a long-term reservoir inflow forecast
might bring to reservoir operations, when used to inform an adaptive reservoir management system.
These findings can inform what components of a long-term reservoir inflow forecast need to be improved
and how to improve the optimization based on the added information of different skill over different
horizons, thus improving communication between forecasters and reservoir operators. To the best of our
knowledge, no other papers have addressed this temporal aspect of the forecast value for improving res-
ervoir operation.

Our methodology consists of adopting a forecast-based adaptive management framework to explore the
potential for long-term reservoir inflow forecasts, issued on a weekly basis, to inform the daily operation
of water supply reservoirs in snow-dominated river basins and correspondingly assess the forecast value
in terms of system performance improvement. We use the Ensemble Streamflow Prediction (ESP)
approach [Day, 1985] as our forecasting approach. We combine the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
hydrology model [Liang et al., 1994] and historical weather records to generate a set of one-year-long
streamflow forecasts conditioned on the initial state of the catchment (ESP approach [Day, 1985]). We
chose the ESP approach for multiple reasons specific to the bounding objective of the paper. First, the
approach is widely used across the western U.S. [Wood and Lettenmaier, 2006] and it is a central compo-
nent of National Weather Service water supply forecasting activities in the western U.S. [Rosenberg et al.,
2011]. This is a representative forecast for operational conditions. Second, the ESP-based flow forecast
typically owes its skill to the hydrological initial conditions which not only is a leading source of skill in
the Spring for snowmelt controlled basin [Shukla and Lettenmaier, 2011], but also implies that the skill is
very seasonal and the inter-annual component contribution is zero with respect to climatology. Those
specific characteristics will allow us to disaggregate the contribution of seasonal and inter-annual forecast
in the value assessment. Reservoir release decisions are then determined by using Model Predictive Con-
trol (MPC) [e.g., Mayne et al., 2000; Scattolini, 2009], a flexible and adaptive optimization scheme, that
(i) solves multiple optimization problems defined over a finite rolling horizon, and (ii) assimilates a
description of future hydrological conditions as produced by the forecasting system [Breckpot et al., 2013;
Galelli et al., 2014]. MPC accounts for both short-term and long-term effects of the release decisions and
periodically revises the decisions to include the most up-to-date streamflow forecasts. The contribution of
the paper is not in developing either novel long-term forecasts or optimization methods, but to combine
forecasting method (i.e., ESP) and optimization method (i.e., MPC) in a forecast-based adaptive manage-
ment framework and to use this framework to:

1. Compute the ESP forecast value by comparing the system performances with the two classical bench-
marks of perfect forecast and climatology;

2. Assess the relative contribution of the seasonal and inter-annual forecast skill to the overall forecast value
by considering another benchmark (called hybrid forecasts) specifically designed to isolate the two
contributions.

Another contribution is the recommendation of a new forecast evaluation framework for application to res-
ervoir optimization. Typical measures that have been used for forecast evaluation include correlation, RMSE,
etc. over multiple lead times. Instead, our experiment highlights the need to evaluate forecasts for their sea-
sonal and inter-annual components.

We first apply our methodology to a specific case study, the Oroville Reservoir in California, then we modify
the characteristics of the reservoir and the demand to demonstrate the robustness and transferability of the
findings to other reservoir systems sharing the same main operating objective, i.e., water supply, and hydro-
logical regime, i.e., snow-dominated.
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The paper is organized as follows. We first present the domain of application and the modeling framework,
i.e., the forecast-based adaptive management scheme. We follow with the description of the experimental
approach to evaluate streamflow forecast quality and its value to reservoir operation. We discuss the results,
highlighting the reservoir operation performance achieved by consideration of the perfect forecast and cli-
matological information only, then by isolating the contributions of seasonal and inter-annual forecast skill
in ESP forecasts. We conclude the paper by summarizing the main results, commenting on limitations, and
presenting further research directions.

2. Study Site

The Oroville-Thermalito reservoir complex (Figure 1) is a water storage and delivery system of reservoirs,
canals, power, and pumping plants located on the Feather River in California. It is composed of three reser-
voirs among which Oroville is the largest with a storage capacity of almost 4.4 km3. The other two, i.e., Ther-
malito Forebay and Afterbay, have considerably smaller capacities and are not accounted for in this study
(for more details, see section 3.2).

The Oroville Reservoir is supplied by the Feather River which collects water from a catchment of about
10,000 km2 with a mean annual inflow volume of almost 5 km3. The climate of the area is Mediterranean,
consisting of wet winters and warm, dry summers, with most of the precipitation during the cold season,
from November to March. Similar to many catchments in the western U.S., it is a mixed snow-rain catch-
ment with most of the water flowing into the reservoir during winter and spring. However, inter-annual var-
iability in precipitation and temperature is large, which leads to inter-annual differences in timing and
quantity of snowmelt and, therefore, streamflow [Kalra et al., 2012].

Along with many other reservoirs located in California, the Oroville Reservoir is part of the California State
Water Project, whose main purpose is to satisfy urban, agricultural, and environmental water demands in
California, in general, and the San Francisco Bay area, in particular. In addition, the Oroville Reservoir is oper-
ated for hydropower generation and flood control for the Feather River and the Sacramento River. Its

Figure 1. Case study area comprising the Oroville Reservoir, the Feather River, and the San Francisco Bay Area.
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current operation is based on the flood-control rule curves shown in Figure 2a. The curves divide the reser-
voir capacity into two pools: the flood control pool indicated by the area above the curves, and the conser-
vation pool, which is the volume that can be filled for all other purposes. For each day of the year, the flood
pool is defined as a function of the weighted accumulated precipitation over the catchment (the higher the
precipitation, the bigger the flood control pool). The curves, developed by the United States Army Corps of
Engineers in 1971, are based on historical reservoir inflows, physical constraints (e.g., downstream channel
capacity), and historical operating objectives (mainly flood protection and water supply). The actual water
needs of the downstream users are assessed annually. For example, crop selections are made in November,
based on existing reservoir storage and projections of reservoir inflows. The selection is updated in May,
when more realistic streamflow forecasts are available, based on snowpack measurements and updated res-
ervoir storage conditions [Rosenberg et al., 2011]. The water demand is then dynamically partitioned among
the reservoirs of the California State Water Project, based on the water availability of each reservoir in the
network.

Because we only examine Oroville Reservoir, we estimated the historical water demand that this reservoir
was required to supply during our analysis period. Unfortunately, records of past planning decisions are not
readily available. For this reason, the entire network of reservoir is simulated over our study period (2000–
2010) using the California water resources management model CalSim [Draper et al., 2004]. We obtained
the CalSim simulations from the California Department of Water Resources (June 2013). They represent the
release time series of the Oroville Reservoir when it is operated as part of the entire system. We, then, con-
sider this time series as a proxy for the share of the total water demand assigned to the Oroville operation
only (Figure 2b). As expected, this time series shows a significant inter-annual variability. We compute the
10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles, resulting in five trajectories that we used as reference annual
demand patterns in our subsequent analysis. These trajectories correspond to demand-storage ratios of
0.54, 0.7, 0.89, 1.06, and 1.17, respectively.

3. Forecast-Based Adaptive Management

Reservoir release decisions for long-term operations, such as water supply, must account for impacts on
both short-term and long-term time horizons. That is, they should aim to meet the water demand for the
current time period without compromising the ability to meet the water demand in the future. This decision
process may be enhanced by consideration of long-term streamflow forecasts. However, since forecast
quality tends to decrease with lead time, the forecasts need to be updated frequently as new streamflow
forecasts and new knowledge about the state of the reservoir become available. In this study, we adopt an
adaptive management scheme in which both the forecasts and the decisions are periodically revised based
on newly available information.

The adaptive management scheme works as follows. At time �t , a forecasting model produces a long-term
forecast F0 of the future reservoir inflows. The forecast F0 is a sequence of inflows q0 over the finite horizon

Figure 2. (a) Flood rule curves used in the actual operation of the Oroville Reservoir as function of time and precipitation. (b) Monthly
boxplot of the flow released in the Feather River simulated by the CalSim model over the historical period 2000–2010.
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½�t ;�t1h�, i.e., F05fq0ð�tÞ; q0ð�t11Þ; � � � ; q0ð�t1hÞg. The forecasting model used in our study (described in sec-
tion 3.1) produces inflows with a daily time step (Dt51 day) over a one-year lead time (h 5 1 year). The fore-
cast F0 is then used to feed a Model Predictive Control (MPC) optimization algorithm (described in section
3.2), which provides a sequence OP0 of h operating rules m0, i.e., OP05fm0ð�t ; sÞ;m0ð�t11; sÞ; � � � ;m0ð�t1h; sÞg,
one for each day of the time horizon. Each operating rule mð�Þ provides the optimal reservoir release decision
for a given time t as a function of the reservoir storage s. In principle, these operating policies can be used to
operate the reservoir over the entire forecast horizon ½�t ;�t1h�. However, at time �t1s, a new forecast F15fq1ð�t
1sÞ; q1ð�t1s11Þ; � � � ; q1ð�t1s1hÞg is issued (with the model used here, forecasts are issued once a week, i.e.,
s 5 7 days). Therefore, a new MPC optimization can be run and a new sequence of operating policies OP15f
m1ð�t1s; sÞ;m1ð�t1s11; sÞ; � � � ;m1ð�t1s1h; sÞg is computed. From this moment onward, at each time
t � �t1s, two operating policies are available, one from the sequence OP0 and one from OP1. Among the two,
the latter should be preferred because it is based on the updated forecast F1, which is supposed to be more
reliable than F0. The operating policies OP1, in their turn, will be used until a new forecast F2 is issued at time t
5�t12s and updated operating policies are generated, and so on. Consequently, the forecast-based adaptive
management scheme guarantees that the reservoir is operated based on the most updated streamflow fore-
casts at each time step. The next paragraphs describe the forecasting approach and the MPC optimization
routine in more detail.

3.1. The ESP-VIC Forecasting Approach
In the western U.S., where streamflow is largely snow-dominated, the skill in seasonal streamflow forecasts
is derived mostly from the initial conditions, i.e., the amount of water stored in the snowpack and in the soil
at the beginning of the melting period. Skillful climate forecasts will complement the predictability based
on initial conditions and extend the skillful horizon of the forecast [Shukla and Lettenmaier, 2011].

Our objective is to quantify how differences in forecast skill over multiple key forecast horizons influence
the adaptive optimization of reservoir operations. In addition, we aim to quantify the relative contribution
of these different forecast periods to the overall value of the forecast. More specifically, we want to estimate
the range of values of forecast skill for different forecast time horizons and demonstrate the need to evalu-
ate and communicate this time-varying skill for use in adaptive optimization.

We might have used synthetic forecasts with different error characteristics across multiple horizons accord-
ing to our analysis objectives. However, ESP (resampling of previous climate with perfect knowledge of ini-
tial conditions) provides a simple and intuitive forecast, which allows for the isolation of the seasonal and
inter-annual forecast components. The skill of the ESP forecasts relies on the model initial conditions, i.e.,
snowpack and soil moisture storage. ESP forecasts have little skill in forecasting inter-annual water availabil-
ity. ESP is widely used by numerous water management agencies, including the United States National
Weather Service River Forecast Centers and the United States Bureau of Reclamation [Rosenberg et al.,
2011]. ESP forecast skill often is comparable to seasonal forecasts from other sources. For example, the skill
of the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFS v2)
[Saha et al., 2014] seasonal climate forecast does not significantly surpass that of ESP for seasonal volumet-
ric snowmelt in the western U.S. [Yuan et al., 2011; Shukla and Lettenmaier, 2011]. We could use CFSv2 fore-
casts as well, but the implications are out of the scope of this paper with respect to our objective to assess
the upper and lower values of different forecast horizons. The use of CFSv2-based flow forecast would lead
to more investigation on the source of the skill for each horizons, i.e., initial hydrologic conditions or climate
for seasonal component [Li et al., 2009; Sinha and Sankarasubramanian, 2013] and climate for the inter-
annual component, and how it affects the carryover in our optimization. We assume that the seasonal and
inter-annual flow forecasts based on climate forecast (CFSv2) are bounded by our ESP and perfect long-
term flow forecast, which is a reasonable assumption [Yuan et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2007].

In the first step of the forecast-based adaptive management scheme, we produce a retrospective hydrologic
forecast data set using the ESP approach and the VIC hydrology model as developed and applied in the
WestWide Seasonal Flow Forecast system [Wood and Lettenmaier, 2006]. VIC is a physically based, semidis-
tributed hydrology model that closes the energy and water balances and includes subgrid variability in ele-
vation, vegetation, and infiltration with an explicit snow model. The setup used in this analysis uses a 1/88

spatial resolution and a daily time step [Maurer et al., 2002].
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The forecast process consists of two steps: a
nowcast mode to derive initial conditions on
the day of the forecast and a forecast mode
to derive the 365-days-long streamflow fore-
casts. The VIC model is first run in nowcast
mode until the forecast day to obtain an esti-
mate of the hydrological initial conditions
based on observed gridded meteorological
forcings [Maurer et al., 2002]. In forecast
mode, the hydrology model is initialized with
the hydrological conditions from the now-

cast run and is further forced with a 49-member, 365 day long, ensemble climate forecast, which is
resampled from the existing 1960–2010, long-term, gridded, observation-based meteorological data set
using a leave-one-year-out approach. For example, the first member of the climate forecast for 1 April 2006
corresponds to the meteorological sequence from 1 April 1960 to 31 March 1961, the second member cor-
responds to 1 April 1961 to 31 March 1962, and so on until 2009. However, 1 April 2006 to 31 March 2007 is
removed from the ensemble.

Calibration of the VIC model over the Feather River Basin was performed using the Multi-Objective Complex
Evolution method from the University of Arizona (MOCOM-UA) [Yapo et al., 1998], as applied by Voisin et al.
[2011]. Soil and routing parameters are both optimized at the daily time step for daily and long-term vol-
ume and timing. Four metrics are used in the calibration: the explained variance, the relative bias, the rela-
tive standard deviation difference, and the absolute value of the annual mean volume error, as suggested
by Gupta et al. [2009]. The performance of the simulated streamflow is evaluated with respect to the natu-
ralized daily streamflow at Oroville Dam (station code ORO on http://cdec.water.ca.gov). Table 1 presents
measures of model performance for the calibration period (2000–2005) and the validation period (1990–
2000) for the following components: correlation, Nash Sutcliff Efficiencies (NSEs), and raw and relative Root-
Mean-Square Errors (RMSEs) and Mean Square Errors (MSEs). Model performance for both periods (calibra-
tion and validation) is very similar, with slightly higher correlation and NSEs, but also RMSE, during the vali-
dation period. This performance, over the validation period, represents accuracy of the representation of
initial conditions for the flow forecasting system as well as the best forecast benchmark.

3.2. The Model Predictive Control (MPC) Optimization
In the second step of the forecast-based adaptive management scheme, reservoir release decisions are deter-
mined by Model Predictive Control (MPC) to account for both short-term and long-term effects of the release
decisions. The decisions are periodically revised to include the most up-to-date streamflow forecasts.

In this study, we average the original flow forecast ensemble members to one trace and use a deterministic
optimization method, i.e., Deterministic Dynamic Programming. Generally speaking, reservoir operation per-
formances could benefit from the consideration of the entire ensemble within a probabilistic optimization
approach [e.g., Yao and Georgakakos, 2001; Franz et al., 2003; Boucher et al., 2012], but in this paper, we
instead explore how forecasts with different skill over different horizons may affect the design of reservoir
operation, without focusing on how forecast uncertainty affects reservoir operation design. We will further
discuss the implications of this assumption in the conclusions.

We consider two operating objectives: flood control and water supply. The latter is used for irrigation,
municipal supply, and environmental conservation both in the Feather River and in the San Francisco Bay
area. We do not consider hydropower production because the hourly dynamic of the hydropower plants
cannot be properly described at the daily time step. For the same reason, we consider only the Oroville Res-
ervoir, disregarding the smaller Thermalito Forebay and Afterbay reservoirs, which are mainly used for
pumped storage and for temporary storage to fill irrigation canals. The Oroville Reservoir is represented by
a mass balance model. Evaporation losses are modeled as a function of reservoir storage and time of the
year, and are calibrated based on historical records. Reservoir releases are constrained by physical reservoir
characteristics, e.g., spillway rating curves and maximum outlet flow. The mass balance model is validated
against historical reservoir storage observations. The coefficient of determination is 0.98 on a daily basis,
with a mean daily relative bias ranging from 20.5% to 2%.

Table 1. Performance Indicators of the VIC Hydrology Model Over the
Calibration (2000–2005) and Validation Data Set (1990–2000)

Performance Indicator
Calibration

(2000–2005)
Validation

(1990–2000)

Annual relative bias 0.00 0.00
Daily correlation 0.91 0.93
Daily NSE 0.81 0.84
Daily NSE (log flow) 0.84 0.79
RMSE/Obs mean 0.46 0.67
MSE/Obs mean 0.19 0.16
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Flood control is included as a constraint
to the MPC problem by using the most
conservative flood rule curve as an
upper bound on reservoir storage (the
lowest curve in Figure 2a). By so doing,
we ensure that flood risk is minimized
based on the actual operating policies.
Water supply, instead, is included in the
objective function Jirr, which is formu-
lated as the squared deficit volume with
respect to the downstream demand

Jirr5
X�t1h21

t5�t

½max ðwt2rt; 0Þ�2 (1)

where rt is the average daily release
from Oroville Reservoir, wt is the down-
stream water demand, and h is the
length of the optimization horizon,
i.e., 365 days. The downstream water

demand wt is the sum of two components: the 7-days moving average of the observed flow diverted from
Thermalito Afterbay and the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th quantiles of the releases simulated by the Cal-
Sim model (boxplot of Figure 2b). We use the resulting five demand trajectories to assess the forecast value
under different demand stresses (see section 6.2). In each experiment, we use one of the five reference pat-
terns to design the optimal reservoir operation. The same reference pattern is then used to compute the
reservoir operation performance and, as a consequence, the forecast value. The squared term in the objec-
tive function places a higher penalty on a single large deficit event than on a sequence of smaller deficit
events (of the same overall volume) and therefore induces the MPC optimization to distribute supply defi-
cits over time. The squared deficit from a target release is a commonly used objective function for long-
term operation and for the design of hedging rules [Neelakantan and Pundarikanthan, 1999; You and Cai,
2008; Draper and Lund, 2004]. The objective function can also be considered as a minimization of the vul-
nerability of the reservoir operation, as defined by Hashimoto et al. [1982], because it tends to minimize the
consequences of supply failures. We consider a single objective problem to focus explicitly on the forecast
value for water supply. In a multiobjective framework, this issue would be complicated by the presence of
multiple tradeoffs, which may shift the forecast value toward other reservoir operating objectives. On the
other hand, we include a constraint on flood protection to explicitly distinguish between long-term and
short-term objectives and, thus, between different time scales in reservoir operation.

The reservoir model, the formulation of the objective function, and the MPC problem constraints (see the sup-
porting information for their complete formulation) represent a realistic description of the actual reservoir man-
agement. Figure 3 compares the time series of observed reservoir storage with the time series obtained by
solving a deterministic MPC problem on the optimization horizon 2000–2010, using the 50th percentile of
downstream demand (corresponding to a demand-storage ratio equal to 0.89) and the historical observed
time series of reservoir inflows. The comparison results in a Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency of 0.82, computed on a
daily basis. Overall, the model mimics reasonably well the actual reservoir operation. In particular, the simulated
reservoir drawdown is comparable to the observed drawdown. The differences in the upper storage result
from a constraint imposed in the optimal control problem formulation: the actual rule curve for the flood con-
trol pool varies annually and is updated throughout the season based on daily hydrological observations, while
we always adopt the most conservative pool for the entire simulation period in the MPC formulation.

4. Experimental Approach

Our experimental approach is represented in Figure 4. We compare the benefit of considering ESP forecasts
with two literature benchmarks. The first benchmark uses a perfect forecast, i.e., daily reservoir inflow simu-
lated using observed weather, consisting of perfect seasonal and inter-annual flow forecast components.

Figure 3. Validation of the optimal control problem: comparison of the observed
(black dashed line) and simulated (blue solid line) storage trajectory. The latter is
obtained by solving a deterministic Model Predictive Control (MPC) problem on
the horizon 2000–2010, using the 50th percentile of downstream demand (corre-
sponding to a 0.89 demand-storage ratio) and the historical time series of reser-
voir inflows. The grey solid line represents the flood rule curve used in the
optimal control problem formulation.
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This represents the upper bound that can be achieved both from the point of view of forecast quality and
forecast value. The second benchmark is streamflow climatology, i.e., no skill in seasonal or inter-annual
components. In this case, climatology (computed as the 1960–2010 daily average simulated reservoir
inflow) leads to the operational performance that can be achieved in the absence of specific knowledge
about next year’s weather. Both the climatology and the perfect forecast are obtained by running the VIC
model forced with the observed meteorology. We do not use observed streamflow, but rather streamflow
simulated with the VIC model using observations. The reason for this is to assure that the two benchmarks
were consistent with the ESP approach (which requires the VIC model simulation as well) and to isolate our
quantification of forecast quality and value from hydrological modeling errors. Stated otherwise, this
approach avoids any confounding of our results with VIC model biases.

We, then, assess the ESP forecast value by comparing the reservoir operating performances with the two
benchmarks. ESP provides a representative long-term forecast with reasonably skillful (depending on date
of forecast) seasonal, and unskilled inter-annual components. We assess both the quality and the value of
the ESP forecasts. To further analyze the source of the ESP forecast value, we construct a set of hybrid fore-
casts by merging perfect forecasts until the end of the water year with climatology afterward, resulting in a
perfect seasonal forecast component and an unskillful inter-annual component. When compared with the
two benchmarks, the hybrid forecasts allow us to isolate and quantify the contributions of the seasonal and
inter-annual forecast components to the overall forecast value.

We first apply the forecast-based adaptive management framework to the Oroville Reservoir in California.
We then modify the reservoir and demand characteristics to demonstrate the robustness and transferability

Figure 4. Forecast-based adaptive management framework composed of a forecasting model (a spun-up hydrological model forced with
long-term forecasts) and a Model Predictive Control optimization scheme. The experimental setting consists of different benchmark
forecasts (perfect forecast, climatology, and hybrid forecast) that are compared with an ESP forecast to determine the value of the seasonal
and inter-annual forecast components. The value of the different components is measured by the reservoir operating objective.
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of our findings to other reservoir systems
that share the same main operating objec-
tive (water supply) and hydrological regime
(snow-dominated).

5. Forecast Quality

The ESP forecast data set consists of a 49-
member ensemble of 365 day long
streamflow forecasts. As explained in sec-
tion 3.1, the ensemble is simulated using
the VIC hydrology model by resampling
from the 1960–2010 observed meteoro-
logical data set using a leave-one-year-
out approach. We evaluate the forecast
quality by comparing the forecasted
monthly flow volume with the observed
flow volume [Wood and Lettenmaier,
2006]. Figure 5 represents the typical sea-
sonal ESP flow forecasts issued at the
onset of snowmelt at Oroville (similar

results apply for other snow-dominated catchments). It represents, as an example, the 365 day flow fore-
casts issued on 1 April 2000. The figure shows that the forecast quality is highest for April–July volumetric
streamflow. The forecast uncertainty is relatively small during these months and the observed trajectory lies
not far from the center of the box plot. After the summer, the forecast quality is significantly reduced. The
observed trajectory lies below the 25% of the ensemble in almost every month as a result of a systematic
high bias in the forecasts. After the end of the water year, when the effect of spring initial conditions has
disappeared, the information in the streamflow forecast is the same in each year and corresponds to clima-
tology. The inter-annual component of the ESP forecast has thus little skill, because inter-annual hydrocli-
matological forecasts are driven by climate conditions rather than by hydrological initial conditions.

Figure 6 shows the monthly Mean Square Errors (MSEs) divided by the variance for the different experi-
ments (perfect forecasts, climatology, ESP, and hybrid forecasts), as a function of the lead time (months)
and the month during which the forecast is issued. The ratio represents the ability of the forecast to predict
the monthly flow with respect to climatology. A value of 1 indicates no improvement with respect to clima-
tology. Values below 1 indicate forecasts that are more informative than climatology. The perfect forecast
ratios present an upper bound on the forecast skill. The figure clearly shows that the forecasts do not pro-
vide useful information (compared to climatology) during fall and winter when the flow is low. The ratios
for the climatology forecasts are all close to one (they are not exactly one because the climatology used for
the forecast is based on the 1960–2010 period while the climatology used for verification is based on the
2000–2010 period). The ESP forecast shows greater skill than climatology during winter and spring season,
while the skill is similar to climatology right at and after the start of the new water year. The hybrid forecast
experiment represents the upper bound for forecast quality that an ESP forecast can achieve.

6. Forecast Value

We define forecast value as the performance gain in reservoir operation obtained by including the forecasts
into the decision-making system. Thus, unlike forecast quality, which is independent of how the forecasts
are used, forecast value is dependent on the forecast application. The performance is measured by the
objective function used in the MPC optimization, i.e., by the squared supply deficit, which is computed
based on the optimal operating policies for each forecast and the observed reservoir inflow time series. The
ESP forecast value is computed as the improvement in reservoir operating performance compared to the
case in which climatology is used (segment b in Figure 4). The maximum potential value is obtained
by comparing the two extreme cases of using a perfect forecast and a climatology forecast (segment a in
Figure 4). The ESP forecast value gives insight into the operational value of the forecasts, while the perfect

Figure 5. Example of ESP forecast quality: streamflow forecast ensemble on 1
April 2000. The boxes show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles, while the
whiskers represent the minimum and maximum ensemble members, thus
indicating the full range of uncertainty. The black dashed line represents
the observations. The forecast quality is highest for April–July volumetric
streamflow, while the forecast quality is significantly reduced after the
summer.
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forecast value quantifies the theoretical improvement that could be potentially achieved. We bound the
value of the seasonal component of the ESP forecast by comparing the reservoir operating performances
obtained when considering the hybrid forecast with that of the climatology forecast (segment c in Figure 4).
This also represents the upper bound value that an ESP forecast can achieve, for example, by improving the
definition of the soil moisture or snow water equivalent state. Finally, we bound the value of the inter-
annual component of the ESP forecast by comparing the reservoir operating performances obtained when
considering the hybrid forecast with that of the perfect forecast (segment d in Figure 4). This component of
the overall value could only be achieved by consideration of climatic teleconnections where and when they
exist.

In the following paragraphs, we assess the forecast values from the two benchmarks, ESP and hybrid experi-
ments for the Oroville operation. Next, we change the water system configuration to explore how other fac-
tors, beyond forecast quality, can affect forecast value.

6.1. ESP Forecast Value
Figure 7 shows the squared supply deficit for the period 2000–2010, computed with respect to the 50th
percentile of the downstream demand. Overall, the perfect forecast benchmark produces smaller deficits
than the climatology benchmark, which means that knowledge of future inflows is valuable for reservoir
operations. The improvement is noticeable when prolonged dry spells occur, e.g., during 2001–2002 and
2007–2009. During these years, the annual reservoir inflow volume is 10%–40% smaller than the active res-
ervoir capacity (Figure 7a). As a result, the reservoir cannot be filled completely and optimal operating

Figure 6. Monthly mean square errors over the variance for the different experiments; (a) perfect forecast, (b) climatology, (c) hybrid fore-
cast (i.e., merged perfect forecast with climatology), (d) ESP, as a function of the month when the forecast is issued and the lead time
(months). A value of 1 indicates no improvement with respect to climatology. Values below 1 indicate useful information.
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policies are extremely important to satisfy the demand. Moreover, because the Oroville Reservoir has the
potential to carryover water storage from one year to the next, the reservoir operator should decide
whether to satisfy the current demand or curtail supply in the current year and store water for the next
year. The use of an ESP forecast gives performances very similar to the ones obtained using climatology
(Figure 7). The loss in value compared to the perfect forecast stems from the lack of information in the ESP
forecast beyond the seasonal volumetric forecast, while the adaptive management optimization evaluates
the forecast value over an entire year. Figure 8 provides more insight into the use of forecast information
by the operating policies by analyzing reservoir releases in 2000 and 2001. The ESP and climatology fore-
casts are close to the perfect forecast for most of 2000, which is a normal year. In contrast, both the clima-
tology and ESP forecast systematically overestimate the streamflow in 2001, which is a dry year with a dry
fall and winter. Based on the perfect forecast, the optimization process results in policies that incur a deficit
in year 2000 to mitigate the accumulated deficit over both years (Figure 8).

To better assess the contribution of knowledge of reservoir inflows in the next water year (or inter-annual
component of the forecast) to the overall forecast value, we analyze the performances based on the hybrid
forecasts. The difference between the perfect forecast and the hybrid forecast measures the loss in value
due to not knowing the next year’s water status. The difference between the hybrid forecast and ESP indi-
cates the value that could be potentially gained by improving the ESP seasonal volumetric forecast. Figure
7b shows that the inter-annual component of the forecast contributes about 30% of the total forecast value
over the entire horizon 2000–2010. If we consider only the two dry spells of the period under analysis, i.e.,
2000–2002 and 2007–2009 in Figure 7c, the contribution of the inter-annual component increases to 45%.

6.2. Effects of Water System Features on ESP Value
Forecast value depends not only on forecast quality but also on the characteristics of the reservoir system.
As a result, identical forecasts may be valued differently for different reservoir systems. Forecast value for a
given reservoir may also change over time, because both the hydrological conditions and reservoir opera-
tion needs may evolve. In this section, we explore the sensitivity of forecast value, especially their seasonal
and inter-annual components, to changes in the water system demand and supply features. This analysis

Figure 7. (a) Annual observed inflow volume to the Oroville Reservoir (the active capacity of the reservoir is represented with the dashed
line). (b and c) Reservoir operation performances measured by the objective function used in the MPC optimization, i.e., the squared
supply deficit. Performances are computed with respect to the 50th percentile of the downstream demand (corresponding to 0.89
demand-storage ratio), based on the optimal operating policies for each forecast (i.e., perfect forecast, hybrid forecast, ESP forecast, and
climatology) and the observed reservoir inflow time series on the period 2000–2010.
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allows us to extend our findings to other reservoir systems that share the same main operating objective
(water supply) and hydrological regime (snow-dominated).

Figure 9 provides a qualitative interpretation of forecast value as a function of demand and capacity-inflow
ratio. The different water demands represent different potential levels of stress on the system. Increasing
ratios of reservoir capacity over reservoir inflow represent an increasing ability of the system to store the
inflow and meet the demand. Figure 9a shows the value of a perfect forecast. The forecasts have no value
at all in two cases. In the first case, the downstream demand is high and the capacity-inflow ratio is low,
maximizing the potential for water stress. Here, the reservoir is not properly designed to supply the demand
and its operation cannot benefit from the use of forecasts. In the second case, the downstream demand is
low and the capacity-inflow ratio is high, which means that the reservoir is oversized. Under these circum-
stances, every operating policy is able to meet the demand and once again the forecasts do not improve
the operation. Forecasts become valuable in cases that fall between these two extremes. In reality, forecasts

Figure 8. Reservoir release trajectories obtained when simulating the optimal operating policy derived considering the perfect forecast,
the ESP forecast, and the climatology. The water demand to be supplied is represented by the grey solid line. When considering the per-
fect forecast, the optimized reservoir policy produces a controlled deficit in year 2000 to mitigate the accumulated deficit over both years
2000–2001. When considering the ESP forecast and the climatology, instead, the optimized reservoir policy produces a larger deficit in
year 2001.

Figure 9. Sketch of the value of streamflow forecast as a function of supply demand and capacity-inflow ratio. (a) Potential value achievable using a perfect forecast: the forecasts have
no value when the reservoir is undersized, maximizing the potential for water stress, or when the demand is small and the reservoir operation becomes trivial. (b) Relationship between
the capacity-inflow ratio and the required forecast skillful lead time: the larger the capacity-inflow ratio, the longer the lead time on which forecast should be skillful to effectively inform
reservoir operation. (c) Actual value achievable using a realistic forecast: the value decreases over the entire parameter space because of modeling uncertainty, and, even further on the
upper part, because of a lack of forecast skill at long lead times.
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have limited skill, especially for long lead times. This reduces the forecast value especially when the
capacity-inflow ratio is large [You and Cai, 2008]. As a result, the more realistic representation of the forecast
value is the one sketched in Figure 9c. The value decreases over the entire parameter space because of
modeling uncertainty, and, even further on the upper part, because of a lack of forecast skill at long lead
times.

To evaluate these effects quantitatively, we apply the forecast-based adaptive management scheme for dif-
ferent levels of demand and supply characteristics, obtained by perturbing the Oroville water system’s con-
figuration. We consider the five different downstream demand scenarios described in section 3.2. The
scenarios differ in the annual water volume and in the seasonal pattern (see Figure 2b). We also consider
seven different capacity-inflow ratios from 0.3 to 0.9, where 0.7 is approximately equal to the actual ratio of
the Oroville Reservoir. Technically, we modify the ratio by changing the reservoir active storage, but keep-
ing the same capacity and time pattern of the flood pool, so that the reservoir’s ability to buffer floods is
not altered. For each new water system configuration, we apply the forecast-based adaptive management
scheme to obtain different operating policies, which are then simulated, as before, for the period 2000–
2010.

The resulting forecast values are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10a represents the upper bound for the forecast
values, computed as the difference between the reservoir operation performances based on the climatol-
ogy and perfect forecast benchmarks. Figure 10b shows the actual value, which is computed as the differ-
ence between the performances of the climatology benchmark and the ESP forecasting system. The
performance is computed as the mean daily squared supply deficit over the entire simulation horizon
2000–2010. The numerical results quantitatively substantiate the qualitative description given above.
Notice, however, that Figures 9a and 10a are not directly comparable because in the latter the forecasts are
perfect, but only have a fixed lead time of 365 days (rather than an infinite horizon). The value of the inflow
forecast increases as the reservoir becomes unable to meet the demand. This happens for every capacity-
inflow ratio when the demand is high, i.e., 75th and 90th percentiles, and for increasingly smaller capacities
for lower demand percentiles. When the demand is low, forecasts have no value because many reservoir
configurations can be considered oversized and the operation can easily supply the demand, even during
dry years. Moving from perfect forecast (Figure 10a) to ESP forecast (Figure 10b), the forecast value
decreases over the entire domain, as expected. On average, the actual ESP forecast value is 35% less than
the potential value. The decrease is more pronounced (up to 80%) when the capacity-inflow ratio is large,
because ESP forecasts are only skillful on the seasonal scale and not for longer lead times, as required by
the reservoir operation. In the hybrid forecast experiment (not shown), the loss of value compared to the
maximum value is 20% on average (and 60% at maximum). This means that improving the current seasonal
skill of ESP can contribute to an increase in the forecast value of between 15 and 20%.

Figure 10. Numerical value of streamflow forecast as a function of supply demand and capacity-inflow ratio: (a) potential value achievable
using a perfect forecast and (b) actual value achievable using ESP forecast.
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The relative contribution of the seasonal and inter-annual components of the forecasts also varies depend-
ing on the reservoir characteristics. Figure 11a shows the ratio between the inter-annual value and the sea-
sonal value (as defined in the previous paragraph) for each combination of reservoir capacity-inflow ratio
and water demand. It shows clearly that the inter-annual component of the forecasts is more important
when the reservoir is large, either in absolute terms or relative to the demand. The value of the seasonal
streamflow forecast increases with a decrease in the capacity-inflow ratio. As already noted, these numbers
are computed over the entire evaluation horizon and thus summarize the usefulness of the forecasts in
both wet and dry years. There were two major dry events in the 10 year period, i.e., in 2000–2002 and
2007–2009. The figures computed over the worst event among the two shows that the ratio goes up to 2
(Figure 11b), meaning that, during situations of particularly high water stress, an accurate inter-annual
streamflow forecast is about twice as important as an accurate snowmelt volumetric forecast.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we assess the value of long-term streamflow forecasts in designing reservoir operations for
water supply in snow-dominated river basins using a forecast-based adaptive control framework. At first,
we analyze the Oroville reservoir system in the western U.S., an inter-annual reservoir operated for flood
control and municipal and irrigation supply. The analysis quantifies the value of the inter-annual forecast
component especially during prolonged dry spells, when the potential to store water from one year to the
next can be exploited. ESP forecasts have only limited value for Oroville operations, because the forecast
skill in this snow-dominated catchment is seasonal and limited to spring, while optimal adaptive reservoir
operation for Oroville requires reliable water availability information at longer lead times. We estimate that
the inter-annual component of the forecast contributes about 30–45% of the total forecast value, depend-
ing on the hydrological conditions (normal or dry).

The forecast value depends also on the reservoir operation objectives, the hydrological features, and other
structural characteristics of the water system. We explore the effect of water demand and storage capacity-
inflow ratio on the value of a given forecast. In so doing, we investigate different potential stress situations,
from almost no stress, e.g., when the reservoir is large and the demand is low, to very high stress, e.g., when
the reservoir is small and the demand is high. This analysis allowed us to obtain more general results
beyond the specific study site, and to examine how the value of the forecast for the Oroville Reservoir may
change in the future, under the pressure of evolving hydrological conditions and reservoir operation needs.
Perfect forecasts are valuable when the water system is under stress, i.e., large supply demand with respect
to reservoir capacity, or the reservoir is operated for inter-annual carryover. Conversely, seasonal ESP fore-
cast value is highest when the demand is medium-high and the reservoir is relatively small, because in this
case, the reservoir can only shift water on a seasonal basis. Inter-annual forecasts are needed in case of large

Figure 11. Ratio between the value of the inter-annual and seasonal components, obtained considering the hybrid forecast, as a function
of supply demand and capacity-inflow ratio: (a) average value over the entire horizon 2000–2010 and (b) value over the worst dry event.
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reservoirs (large in absolute terms or with respect to the demand they need to supply), while their contribu-
tion is negligible for small reservoirs. Finally, if the demand is only a small portion of the reservoir inflow
and storage, streamflow forecasts have little value.

On average, the ESP value is 35% less than the perfect forecast value. The inter-annual component of the
ESP forecast contributes 20–60% of the total forecast value, depending on the hydrological conditions (nor-
mal or dry). Improvements in the seasonal component of the ESP forecast would increase the overall ESP
forecast value between 15 and 20%. These results, obtained by considering multiple capacity-inflow ratios
and different demands, are applicable to other snow-dominated river basins with similar operating objec-
tives (water supply) and forecast skill (seasonal versus inter-annual). The findings should motivate more col-
laborative research between forecasters and reservoir operators.

An ensemble-based optimization scheme that explicitly accounts for the uncertainty embedded in the ESP
ensemble when designing the reservoir operation policies may improve reservoir operation performance
[e.g., Yao and Georgakakos, 2001; Franz et al., 2003; Boucher et al., 2012]. The resulting improvements are likely
most pronounced at short rather than long (e.g., inter-annual) lead times, because the initial conditions of the
hydrological model influence the forecasts only until the end of the summer. As a consequence, the entire
forecast ensemble (just as the ensemble average) does not contain information about the next water year
and cannot inform the optimization procedure about the proper amount of carryover. A detailed analysis of
the value of the full ensemble is beyond the scope of this paper and remains a topic for future research.
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